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ABSTRACT: Membrane proteins and lipids have the capacity to
associate into lateral domains in cell membranes through mutual or
collective interactions. Lipid rafts are functional lateral domains that
are formed through collective interactions of certain lipids and which
can include or exclude proteins. These domains have been implicated
in cell signaling and protein trafficking and seem to be of importance
for virus−host interactions. We therefore want to investigate if raft and
viral membrane proteins present similar structural features, and how
these features are distributed throughout viruses. For this purpose, we
performed a bioinformatics analysis of raft and viral membrane
proteins from available online databases and compared them to
nonraft proteins. In general, transmembrane proteins of rafts and
viruses had higher proportions of palmitoyl and phosphoryl residues compared to nonraft proteins. They differed in terms of
transmembrane domain length and thickness, with viral proteins being generally shorter and having a smaller accessible surface area
per residue. Nontransmembrane raft proteins had increased amounts of palmitoyl, prenyl, and phosphoryl moieties while their viral
counterparts were largely myristoylated and phosphorylated. Several of these structural determinants such as phosphorylation are
new to the raft field and are extensively discussed in terms of raft functionality and phase separation. Surprisingly, the proportion of
palmitoylated viral transmembrane proteins was inversely correlated to the virus size which indicated the implication of
palmitoylation in virus membrane curvature and possibly budding. The current results provide new insights into the raft−virus
interplay and unveil possible targets for antiviral compounds.

■ INTRODUCTION

Cell membrane lipids and proteins present a large degree of
spatial heterogeneity in the lateral plane.1−5 The formation of
lateral domains facilitates or hinders interactions between
membrane components guiding signal transduction6 and
intraorganellar transport,7,8 among other cellular functions.9

Some types of membrane domains are formed mainly from
collective lipid interactions as is the case for lipid membrane
rafts.10,11 In rafts, favorable interactions between cholesterol,
sphingolipids, saturated acyl chains, glycolipids, and also
membrane proteins drive the formation of transient domains
involved in signaling, as well as lipid and protein transport.11

Curiously, some types of viruses have been linked to raft
formation as they require cholesterol, sphingomyelin and
membrane lipid heterogeneity for fusion with the cell
membrane.12,13 Inf luenza and coronavirus association and
binding to host cells is facilitated by raft formation,14,15 while
some viruses such as human immunodeficiency viruses (HIV)
assemble into raft domains before maturation and bud-
ding.16−22 The importance of lipid rafts for viral assembly is

further underlined by the fact that viral lipidomes are
essentially composed of raft lipids.23,24 Furthermore, it seems
that raft localization of certain viral proteins is essential for
membrane dependent viral assembly, budding, and fis-
sion.17,18,22,25,26

In light of these implications for rafts in cellular and viral
functions, it is essential to know which structural parameters
are typical for proteins in raft domains and if these are similar
in viral proteins. It has been shown that certain lipid
modifications, and structural parameters of transmembrane
domains (TMDs) play important roles in raft partitioning of
proteins.27−29 A predictive model for raft partitioning for
single-pass transmembrane domains was created from energy
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contributions of palmitoyl residues, hydrophobic matching,
and TMD/membrane interfacial energy.29 This model is not
applicable for multipass transmembrane domains or membrane
attached (peripheral) proteins and also ignores other possible
structural properties, capable of interacting with membranes
and raft domains. These knowledge gaps on structural
information are aggravated by contradictory results on some
protein modifications such as prenylations, which have been
listed as raft preferring30 or raft avoiding.31

We therefore use a bioinformatics approach to compare
various structural properties of raft, viral, and nonraft
membrane proteins which are based on large available data
sets. This approach should allow us to gather statistical relevant
data and determine the importance of structural properties for
raft partitioning and examine the occurrence of those in viral
proteins. We especially focus on post-translational modifica-
tions which have been shown to influence raft partitioning in
the past and investigate new parameters such as phosphor-
ylations, disulfide bonds, and glycosylations, which could
potentially influence raft localization.
Besides the relevance of structural information for raft

partitioning, we will investigate if these structural properties are
conserved in different viral families and if they are involved in

the generation of membrane curvature during the maturation
process. The reason for this assumption is the fact that
palmitoylated proteins were able to regulate curvature in
inf luenza viruses.32 We therefore explore if virus size or
curvature can be linked to the explored structural parameters
and their variability upon viral families.

■ METHODS
Data Mining. To build a raft protein database, we combine

human raft proteins from the Swiss-prot server, and those from
the RaftProt 2.0 database in which raft partitioning has been
determined by at least 2 different methods (Figure 1A).33 We
further create a second group of nonraft proteins, including all
human membrane proteins from the Swiss-prot database which
are not in the established raft database. A third group contains
all human viral membrane proteins in the Swiss-Prot database.
Those three membrane protein groups are further split upon
plasma membrane (PM) or endomembrane (EM) localization
in the UniProt/Swiss-Prot database. Endomembranes are
defined here as all internal membranes except mitochondria.
This approach takes into account the fact that proteins possess
some structural organellar identity, rendering comparison of
raft versus nonraft proteins from different organelles difficult.34

Figure 1. Data mining process and distribution of membrane proteins into different categories upon type (singlepass, multipass, and attached) and
localization (plasma membrane or endomembrane system) (A). Number of proteins in each group (B). The analysis of displayed structural
parameters is performed on all proteins except for hydrophobic length and ASA (accessible surface area) on attached membrane proteins. We
determine the fraction of proteins which contain a certain modification (Figure 2) and the average number of modifications per protein with its
distribution (Figure 3).
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Proteins are further grouped into single-pass, multipass, and

membrane attached (peripheral) proteins because they interact

quite differently with membranes. To avoid irrelevant

structural information we only take peer reviewed proteins

into account. The exact number of proteins in each group is

shown in (Figure 1B).

Analysis of Structural Parameters. For all subgroups, we
analyze various structural parameters which could be relevant
for raft partitioning (Figure 1C).27,29 We are mainly interested
in post-translational lipid modifications of membrane proteins
such as prenylation, myristoylation, palmitoylation, and GPI-
anchors since they have previously shown to be involved in raft
localization of membrane proteins.27 We further investigate

Figure 2. Schematic of structural determinants and associated formula to predict the free energy (ΔGraft,pred) of raft partitioning according to Lorent
el al.29 (A, left). Predictions have been made for single-pass transmembrane proteins in the nonraft, raft and viral database upon cellular localization
(A, right). Membrane protein fractions (F) ± SEM containing structural modifications in the nonraft (full bars), raft (striped bars), and viral
protein (squared bars) database upon localization in endomembranes (purple color) or the plasma membrane (orange color) (B−D). In addition,
TMD length and accessible surface area/residue (ASAres) are determined for transmembrane proteins (B, C). Proteins are grouped upon single-
pass transmembrane (B), multipass transmembrane (C), and membrane attached proteins (D). A two-way ANOVA test has been performed to
compare the raft and viral proteins versus non raft data sets (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001).
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Figure 3. Distributions of the amount of modifications per protein (Nx/protein) shown as violin shaped plots. The straight black line reflects the
median of the distribution and the dotted lines the quartiles. The number on top of the violin plot is the average number of modifications per
protein including the statistical difference of a one-way ANOVA versus the nonraft phase (**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001). Plots are
given for single-pass (A), multipass (B), and attached membrane proteins (C) in endomembranes (purple) and cell membranes (orange) for
nonraft, raft, and viral proteins.
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other post-translational modifications which could potentially
influence raft partitioning. Glycosylation was analyzed since it
may influence raft partitioning through hydrogen bonding with
glycolipids or other glycoproteins.11 Disulfide bonds and
phosphorylation are also investigated since they can induce
oligomerization of proteins which might help in raft assembly
or partitioning to preformed domains.5,6 The presence of all
post-translational modifications in proteins is determined via
the correspondent annotations in the Swiss-Prot/UniProtKB
database.35 In detail, we count the numbers of modified
proteins in each group which is determined as fraction of, i.e.,
prenylated proteins (Fprenylated, Figure 2). The number of
modifications per proteins (Figure 3) is determined according
to annotations in the Swiss-Prot databank. These can be either
published modifications, predicted modifications by certain
algorithms (unirule, prosite−prorule), or manual assertions
according to sequence analysis and similarity.
Prediction of Raft-Partitioning of Single-Pass Trans-

membrane Proteins. For transmembrane proteins, we
additionally calculate transmembrane domain (TMD) length,
TMD accessible surface area per residue (ASAres), and the free
energy of raft partitioning (ΔGraft,pred) as predicted for single-
pass transmembrane proteins.29 Briefly, the transmembrane
domain for single pass transmembrane proteins is determined
from annotations in the Uniprot databank which is mainly
based on predictions by the TMHMM algorithm.36 We further
multiply the number of amino acids in a TMD by 0.15 nm
which is the statistical length of a residue in an α-helix. For
multipass transmembrane domains, the TMD length is
considered as the mean of all individual TMD lengths. The
accessible surface area per residue in a TMD (ASAres) was
determined by summing up ASA values for all individual
residues in TMDs as described by Yuan37 and further
normalizing to the length of the TMD.
The free energy of raft partitioning (ΔGraft,pred), which gives

an indication on how the protein would preferentially partition
into the raft phase in giant plasma membrane vesicles
(GPMVs) is predicted by the formula in Figure 2A for single
pass transmembrane proteins. The three individual terms arise
from the difference of interfacial energy between the protein in
the raft and nonraft phase (ΔγTMD,Lo‑Ld = 1.1 pN/nm), the free
energy contribution from palmitoyl residues (ΔGpalm=-0.48
kcal/mol per palmitoyl residue) and the free energy arising
from hydrophobic matching as described in the mattress model
(−2BLP(dTMD − 0.5(dLo + dLd))) in which BLP = 7.5 × 10−2

kcal/mol·nm, dLo = 3.9 nm, and dLd = 3.6 nm.29,38

Structural Parameters upon Viral Families. We further
investigate if post-translational modifications including TMD
length and accessible surface area are similarly distributed in

single-pass transmembrane proteins of different enveloped
viruses in the host plasma membrane. To do so, we study the
coefficient of variation of given structural parameters upon viral
families (Table 1). We also cross-correlate the fractions of
proteins containing certain modifications with each other upon
different virus families. This allows us to investigate if
structural properties might develop in parallel (Figure 6).
For example, the fraction of palmitoylated proteins might
increase in parallel with the TMD length and decrease with the
accessible surface area from one species to the other because
proteins of certain viral species prefer to partition into lipid
rafts. We include into these correlations membrane curvature
or virus size because palmitoylation has recently been linked to
membrane curvature in HIV which might result from the
participation of palmitoylation in virus budding.32,39

■ RESULTS
Prediction of Raft Partitioning of Single-Pass Trans-

membrane Proteins from the Databases. It was shown in
giant plasma membrane vesicles (GPMVs) that raft partition-
ing of single-pass transmembrane proteins depends first on the
differential interfacial energy created between a protein’s
transmembrane domain and the lipid environment in the
tightly packed raft phase versus the nonraft phase, second the
amount of palmitoyl residues and third the length of the
transmembrane domain. From these parameters, a quantitative
law was established to predict the free energy (ΔGraft,pred) of
raft partitioning in giant plasma membrane vesicles (see
prediction of raft partitioning in methods and Figure 2A for
details).29 We hence predicted raft partitioning for single-pass
transmembrane proteins in the generated nonraft, raft, and
viral databases upon cellular localization (Figure 2A). We
observed that proteins from the raft and viral data set would
preferentially partition into the raft phase in GPMVs compared
to proteins from the nonraft database (Figure 2A). It seems
that viral proteins would have on average a lower ΔGraft,pred
corresponding to a higher raft affinity than proteins from the
raft database. Those values seem to concur with the general
assumption that some viral proteins partition into lipid rafts.

Structural Peculiarities of Proteins from the Raft
Database. The lower ΔGraft,pred values of single-pass trans-
membrane proteins from the raft-phase in plasma membranes
can mainly be explained by the higher fraction of palmitoylated
proteins (Figure 2B, Fpalmitoylation) and the higher amount of
palmitoyl residues/protein (Figure 3A, Npalmitoyl/protein).
Palmitoyl residues have a high energetic contribution of
−0.48 kcal/nmol toward raft partitioning, “dragging” large
proteins into the raft phase.29,40 In addition, plasma membrane
raft proteins had longer transmembrane domains (Figure 2B,

Table 1. Variation of Selected Properties in Viral Single-Pass Transmembrane Proteins Summarized in the Coefficient of
Variation (C.V.)a

species MVS (L.L-U.L.) in nm Fpalmitoyls FPO4 Fglycosylation Fdisulfide length (nm) ASAres (A
2) Nproteins

Coronaviridae 140 (120−160) 0.54 0.00 1.00 1.00 3.15 36.38 24
Flaviviridae 47.5 (45−50) 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.88 3.15 30.61 33
Herpesvirales 230 (160−300) 0.00 0.24 0.90 0.48 3.13 30.43 82
Orthomyxoviridae 100 (80−120) 0.50 0.23 0.93 0.96 3.19 30.15 139
Paramyxoviridae 225 (150−300) 0.10 0.00 0.98 0.48 3.16 32.07 61
Retroviridae 105 (90−120) 0.72 0.01 1.00 0.98 3.15 32.56 103
Togaviridae 70 (70−70) 1.00 0.38 1.00 1.00 3.13 27.33 32
C.V. (%) 54.9 71.4 134.0 4.20 29.3 0.6 8.9

aThe mean virus size (MVS) was calculated from several sources and is displayed with lower (L.L.) and upper limits (U.L.).39,48
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TMDlength) but no significant difference in accessible surface
area per TMD residue (Figure 2B, ASA/residue). The absence
of difference in ASA was surprising because proteins with low
ASA would prefer the raft phase. Those results are later
discussed.
Besides the “classic” protein modifications involved in raft

partitioning (see above and Methods), we also investigated
protein glycosylations, phosphorylations, and disulfide bonds.
Glycosyl residues of proteins can potentially interact through
hydrogen bonds or other polar interactions with glycosphin-
golipids, which are largely enriched in lipid rafts.41,42

Unexpectedly, there was either a decrease of glycosylated
proteins in endomembrane raft versus nonraft proteins or no
significant change in both plasma membrane groups (Figures
2B and 3A). This might indicate that glycosyl residues do not
contribute to raft partitioning in single-pass transmembrane
proteins. Protein phosphorylation is a post-translational
modification which is essential in signal transduction and
protein-induced phase separation. Phosphorylation of multiple
protein residues can lead to the formation of protein phase
separation or aggregation at the inner cell membrane interface
as shown for phosphorylation of Linker for activation of T-cells
(LAT).5,6 It had not been clear yet if protein phase separation
is linked to raft formation but we observed a large increase in
the fraction of proteins being phosphorylated (Figure 2B,
Fphosphorylation) and the number of phosphorylation sites in
annotated raft proteins compared to nonrafts (Figure 3A,
Nphosphoryl/protein). This might hint at the importance of
phosphorylation for raft formation, stabilization, or raft
functionality, since protein phosphorylation events are
important for signal transmission. Intermolecular disulfide
bonds could potentially enhance or stabilize a raft phase by
forming homo- or hetero-oligomers. However, while the
fraction of proteins with disulfide bonds in the raft phase did
not increase (Figure 2B), the average number of disulfide
bonds/protein increased (Figure 3A). These results indicate
that only a small number of proteins in the raft database
possesses higher amounts of disulfide bonds compared to
nonraft proteins.
Multipass transmembrane proteins interact differently with

the membrane because their individual transmembrane
domains interact closely with each other and thereby exclude
protein−lipid interactions on a large scale. It makes sense that
they do not exactly follow the same trends as single-pass
transmembrane proteins, but we similarly observed an increase
in fractions of palmitoylated and phosphorylated proteins and
numbers of those modifications in plasma membrane raft
proteins (Figures 2C and 3B). TMD length, glycosylations,
and disulfide bonds were reduced in plasma membrane raft
proteins and there were no obvious changes observed for
endomembrane proteins. Other lipid modifications like
myristoylations or prenylations were only present in
infinitesimal amounts and were therefore not considered
important for raft partitioning of transmembrane proteins.
Membrane-attached proteins (Figures 2D and 3C) were

distinct in that they possessed other lipid modifications than
transmembrane proteins. We observed a general increase of
prenylated proteins in the raft database, while the fraction of
palmitoylated and GPI-modified proteins increased only in raft
proteins of the plasma membrane. Curiously, prenylations have
been considered nonraft signals because of their rather bulky
nature, and their presence here is rather surprising considering
that the raft phase is tightly packed.31,40 GPI-anchors have

always been considered raft signals, and the present result
concurs with previous findings.8,42−44 Regarding nonlipid
modifications, we observed once more an increase of
phosphorylated proteins in raft proteins of the plasma
membrane, emphasizing the importance of phosphorylations
for raft proteins.

Structural Properties of Proteins from the Virus
Database. As we have shown, single-pass transmembrane
viral proteins localized at the host cell membrane were
predicted to partition into the raft phase compared to nonraft
proteins (Figure 2A, ΔGraft,pred). This seems to be largely due
to the great amount of palmitoyl residues (0.97 palmitoyl
residues/protein) compared to only 0.05 palmitoyl residues/
protein in nonraft proteins (Figure 3A, orange violin plots).
Multipass transmembrane proteins in viruses were roughly
60% being palmitoylated (Figure 2B) which corresponded to
1.3 palmitoyl residues/protein compared to 0.1 palmitoyl
residues/protein in the nonraft phase (Figure 3B). Interest-
ingly, transmembrane viral proteins had largely higher amounts
of palmitoyl residues than proteins from the raft database
(Figure 2 and 3). This means either that viral proteins partition
extremely well into the raft phase, which would correspond to
the low predicted free energy of raft partitioning (ΔGraft,pred)
(Figure 1A), or that palmitoylation has additional functions in
viral proteins. Regarding transmembrane domain properties, it
seems that viral multipass TMDs were generally shorter, which
is counterintuitive if we assume that viral TMDs have to
“match” the thicker raft phase. The ASAres decreased in virus
proteins except for single pass TMDs in endomembranes. The
fraction of glycosylated transmembrane proteins was overall
high (85−95%) in nonraft, raft, and viral proteins of the cell
membrane (Figure 2B,C, purple color). Remarkably, the
number of glycosylations per protein jumped from 5 to 6 in
nonraft and raft, respectively, to 10 in viral single pass proteins.
In multipass proteins, the numbers increased from 2 to 3
glycosyls/protein to 6. Glycosylation has a functional role in
virus proteins since it can prevent recognition by the immune
system.45,46 This might explain the higher number of glycosyl
residues in virus encoded proteins and might hence be
unrelated to the formation of a raft or raft-like phase. The
fraction of phosphorylated proteins and the number of
phosphoryl residues/protein increased significantly in plasma
membrane multipass transmembrane virus proteins compared
to nonraft proteins. Although the number was lower than in
raft proteins and seemed to be of less importance in single pass
transmembrane proteins or endomembrane proteins. Disulfide
bonds presented an hourglass shape distribution (bimodal) in
viral plasma membrane transmembrane proteins. The
proportion of disulfide bonds was also higher in the plasma
membrane compared to the endomembrane system. It might
be that several viruses combine plasma membrane specific
signals with raft signals.
Membrane-attached viral proteins varied only slightly for

palmitoylation but around half of their proteins were
myristoylated compared to 4−5% of nonviral proteins (Figure
2D). The distribution of myristoyl residues revealed that about
half of the proteins contained 1 myristyol residue/protein
while the other half contained none (Figure 3C). The role of
myristoylation for raft partitioning in literature is not clear and
it seems that a single myristoyl residue is not enough for raft
partitioning.27 We did not observe a clear increase for this lipid
modification in the raft database, so it seems that this
modification is typical for viral proteins. There was no change
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observed for prenylations and GPI-anchors conversely to the
raft database. Regarding nonlipid modifications, an increase of
phosphorylated proteins was again observed while the numbers
of phosphoryl residues remained low compared to nonraft
proteins. Glycosylations and disulfide bonds were almost

absent in this protein group, maybe because of their preferred
localization on the inner membrane leaflet.

Principal Component Analysis of Proteins Reveals
the Most Important Structural Determinants. To gain a
clearer picture of significant modifications in nonraft, raft, and

Figure 4. Principal component analysis of the average number of modifications per protein (Nx/protein) in transmembrane (A−D) and attached
membrane proteins (E, F), in raft versus nonraft (A, B) and virus versus nonraft (C, D) proteins. After PCA, proteins are colored upon protein type
in the left column (green = nonraft, dark blue = raft, and light blue = viral) or cellular localization in the right column (orange = plasma membrane
and purple = endomembranes).
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viral proteins, we performed a principal component analysis
(PCA) upon the average number of modifications per protein
(Figure 4). After analysis, we regrouped proteins either upon
nonraft, raft, and viral proteins (Figure 4, left column) or upon
cellular localization (Figure 4, right column). This should
enable us to distinguish between raft and virus or localization
dependent properties, respectively. We combined single and
multipass transmembrane proteins in the analysis to determine
common properties for all transmembrane proteins in the three
databases (Figure 4A−D). A first PCA of nonraft versus raft
transmembrane proteins revealed that the chosen structural
properties partially overlapped (Figure 4A), although a certain
trend appeared. A smooth transition from nonraft to raft
proteins had been observed in GPMVs in which many proteins
presented an intermediate raft partitioning coefficient.29 We
can therefore assume that many proteins are able to partition
in between raft and nonraft phases which makes it more
complicated to find strict raft determining parameters.
However, palmitoylation and phosphorylation contributed
most to the distinction between raft and nonraft proteins.

Similar conclusions could be drawn from a PCA of the fraction
of palmitoylated proteins (Figure S1A).
Interestingly, the same PCA can better explain differences

between plasma membrane and endomembrane proteins since
both groups only slightly overlap (Figures 4B and S1B). The
most important parameters to explain the differences seem
again to be palmitoylation and phosphorylation. It appears
though that raft partitioning follows similar structural rules as
plasma membrane localization, but that the difference between
protein structures is somehow larger (Figure 4A,B).
The chosen structural parameters can also not completely

explain differences between transmembrane viral and nonviral
proteins (Figures 4C and S1C). Differences between viral and
nonviral transmembrane proteins were best explained by an
increased amount of palmitoylations and glycosylations, and to
a lesser extent by disulfide bonds and phosphorylations (Figure
4C). Although it seemed that a higher percentage of proteins
had disulfide bonds even if the number of modifications was
less important (Figures 2, 3, and S1). Plasma membrane
localization of viral proteins depended on similar parameters

Figure 5. Schematic of typical modifications in raft and viral plasma membrane proteins (A). Examples of typical nonraft, raft, and viral plasma
membrane proteins with numbers of structural modifications (B).
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but differences between both groups seemed to be less
important (Figure 4D).
Membrane attached proteins showed different properties for

raft, nonraft, and viral proteins. (Figure 4E). While raft
proteins displayed higher amounts of phosphorylation,
palmitoylation, glycosylation, and prenylations compared to
nonraft proteins, viral proteins were rather myristoylated.
These differences were rather striking and created different
clusters. Interestingly, if the PCA was performed on the
fraction of proteins possessing a certain modification,
phosphorylation was also a defining factor for viral proteins
(Figure S1) which is expected from (Figure 2D). Cell
membrane localization of attached membrane proteins was
best explained by glycosylation, GPI-anchors and disulfide
bonds (Figures 4F and S1F). Those modifications are expected
of peripheral plasma membrane proteins present on the
exoplasmic leaflet.47

We graphically summarized the decisive structural pecu-
liarities which distinguished raft and viral proteins from nonraft
proteins (Figure 5A) and gave some examples of common
proteins with typical modifications for each class (Figure 5B).
Variability and Correlation of Structural Parameters

in Viruses. Since viral proteins presented peculiar structural
parameters compared to nonraft and raft proteins (Figure 5),
we wanted to investigate the interspecies variability of those
parameters. To avoid localization dependent biases, we only
analyzed single-pass transmembrane proteins of the host
plasma membrane (Table 1). Variations were very high in
the fractions of palmitoylated and phosphorylated proteins
(>70%) contrarily to other parameters in which variability
remained relatively low (<30%).
Next, we created a correlation matrix to determine if

different properties are inherently correlated between viral
families (Figure 6A and Table S1). Astonishingly, we found
that the mean virus size (MVS) is negatively correlated to the
fraction of palmitoylated proteins (Figure 6A,B). Very small
and therefore highly curved viruses like Togaviridae or
Flaviviridae presented very high fractions of palmitoylated
proteins (around 100%) while in larger viruses the amount
remained low (Table 1 and Figure 6B). It had previously been
shown that palmitoyl residues on the internal leaflet of the
envelope in inf luenza virus like particles (Orthomyxoviridae)
increased the negative curvature strain and thereby promoted
formation of small virions.32 This observation seems to hold
for other viral families since the amount of curvature and
palmitoylation is correlated upon families. Two other weaker

but significant positive correlations have been found, one
between disulfide bonds and palmitoyl residues, and another
between disulfide bonds and the mean virus size. Since both
modifications are related to virus size, they both might be
related to curvature. Maybe some conformational changes in
proteins related to the formation of disulfide bridges can
increase the intrinsic curvature of membrane proteins and
thereby, in addition to palmitoyl residues, help with virus
budding.

■ DISCUSSION

The analyzed structural parameters for protein partitioning
into raft domains differed upon their cellular localization and
protein type (single, multiple, and attached membrane
proteins). Interestingly, the most important features to discern
nonraft from raft proteins were palmitoylation and phosphor-
ylation while prenylation was also a determinant for raft
partitioning of attached membrane proteins (Figure 4).
Palmitoylation has been shown to be of importance for raft
partitioning in numerous models in accordance with the
analyzed proteins from the raft database.27,28,49−51 Prenylation
is supposed to be a decreasing factor for raft partitioning,31,40

and its higher presence in the raft database is rather surprising
since it is difficult to imagine very bulky isoprenyl tails inserting
into the very packed raft environment. Some authors proposed
that isoprenyls are found on the interface between raft and
nonraft phase which might explain differing results since
partitioning might depend on the detergent resistant
membrane (DRM) isolation methods used.52,53

The observed presence of phosphorylation residues is to our
knowledge an unknown raft directing factor but has been
associated with raft partitioning.54−56 Multiple protein
phosphorylations can induce the formation of a large protein
phase separation at the cytosolic membrane interface as it has
been shown for LAT.5 LAT has also been shown to be
associated with the raft phase independently of phosphor-
ylation sites in GPMVs, which means that phosphorylation is
most probably not a prerequisite for raft association but maybe
a functional aspect or stabilizing factor for rafts. Raft
association of phosphorylatable proteins could lead to their
close association, and further phosphorylation could lead to a
large protein-raft phase implicated in signal transduction or
protein trafficking. Another explanation for the high presence
of phosphorylations might be their implication in signaling.
Protein signaling is often regulated through the presence of

Figure 6. Correlation matrix (Pearson coefficient) of viral single-pass transmembrane protein properties with correspondent significance. *p < 0.05,
***p < 0.001 (A); Virus size or curvature is strongly correlated to the fraction of palmitoylated proteins (B).
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phosphorylated residues by kinases and phosphatases. Since
rafts are signaling domains, the increased presence of
phosphorylated proteins would reflect their functional aspect.
Parameters such as transmembrane domain length and

accessible surface area were important for raft partitioning of
single pass transmembrane proteins in GPMVs. Single-pass
transmembrane proteins from the raft database were also
longer but had an increased surface area per residue. Multipass
transmembrane domains were surprisingly shorter in the raft
database but plasma membrane proteins were generally longer
than endomembrane proteins. The differences from exper-
imental GPMV data and the raft database might arise from the
fact that the RaftProt 2.0 database is 86% based on DRM
experiments.33 DRMs suffer from several artifacts such as the
induction of a raft phase by the detergent itself.57 This might
favor effects from lipid modifications over transmembrane
domains since the detergent might intercalate in between the
lipids and the transmembrane domain and hence reduce effects
due to interfacial tension (Figure 2A). The results concerning
TMD-length and TMD accessible surface area are therefore to
be interpreted cautiously.
We suspected virus proteins to be similar to raft proteins

because many papers published the importance for rafts in
virus binding and assembly in the host cell.12,14,15,17,20,21,58

Virus transmembrane proteins were, like raft proteins, mainly
enriched in palmitoyl residues and phosphorylation sites, but
they presented more glycosylations and had a slightly shorter
and thinner TMD (lower ASA). Attached viral proteins
presented higher proportions of myristoyl residues compared
to high amounts of palmitoylation and prenylation sites in raft
proteins. An increase of phosphorylation sites seemed also to
be a common structural feature of nontransmembrane viral
proteins (Figure 4).
Palmitoylation was a common feature of raft and viral

proteins, but the average amount of palmitoylated proteins was
much higher in viruses compared to the raft database. A large
interspecies variation in the proportion of palmitoylated virus
proteins could specifically be related to the virus size. A high
amount of palmitoylated proteins in a certain species reflected
a small virus size and vice versa (Figure 5). This result revealed
that palmitoyl residues in viruses might not only be involved in
raft association but also in the induction of curvature. It was
shown that palmitoyl residues are able to increase the negative
curvature of the inner leaflet and hence induce the formation
of smaller virus-like particles.32 Palmitoylation might therefore
fulfill a double function in viral proteins which is raft
association and the induction of negative curvature during
budding. The very low amount of palmitoylated proteins
(almost 0) in certain viruses further suggests that their proteins
most probably do not associate with lipid rafts. Interestingly,
some viruses are able to change the amount of palmitoylation
and myristoylation in the host cells, which could also
potentially change raft partitioning of host proteins.59

Inhibition of palmitoylation could therefore be a very
interesting antiviral drug target. The increase of phosphor-
ylation in viral proteins could be related to their functional
aspects. Viruses are able to produce their own kinases but also
recruit host kinases for proliferation which makes them
interesting targets for antiviral therapy.60,61 It is not clear to
what extend phosphorylation in viruses is involved in raft
partitioning or protein phase separation, but it is definitely
worth further experimental investigation.5,6 The reduction in
length and thickness of TMDs in viral transmembrane proteins

could biophysically reflect a thinner and more tightly packed
membrane, respectively.29,38 Alternatively, TMD length seems
to be related to the viral entry mechanism, and it is usually
higher for proteins which enter through the plasma membrane
but shorter for proteins, which are guided through
endocytosis.62 Protein myristoylation was increased in viral
attached proteins but not in raft proteins. It is not clear if
myristoyl residues would contribute to raft association since
the literature on myristoylation is controversial.27,40 Biophysi-
cally, the C14 myristoyl tail should be easier to integrate into a
thinner membrane compared to the longer C16 palmitoyl tail.
However, myristoylation of viral proteins seems to be an
interesting drug target as it was shown for HIV.63 The high
amount of glycosylation in viral proteins has been discussed
above, and it remains unclear if glycosylation is a raft-
dependent structural parameter.8,64,65

Recently, a mechanism that describes raft-dependent
association of HIV proteins fits very well with our
observations.22 In their model, virus and raft proteins assemble
first through a raft-dependent mechanism. Later, the raft
domains increase in curvature and bud out of the membrane.22

With respect to our data, the higher proportion of palmitoyl
residues, the lower accessible surface area of TMDs, and
increased amounts of myristoylated-attached proteins could
first drive raft partitioning of virus proteins.29 Furthermore,
multiple phosphorylations might guide protein assembly at the
membrane or induce signaling,66 and high amounts of
palmitoylated transmembrane proteins could help increase
the curvature of domains.32 A high curvature could further
favor assembly of curved raft-like lipids into the final virion,
which has previously been observed.23,24

■ SUMMARY/CONCLUSION

From the current data, it emerges that raft and virus membrane
proteins have similar and differentiating features in terms of
studied modifications and TMD properties. On average, virus
and raft transmembrane proteins were enriched in palmitoy-
lated and phosphorylated residues, but the amounts were very
variable upon viral species. While palmitoylation is a known
feature for raft partitioning, phosphorylation is new and could
either be related to raft functionality and signaling, to protein
phase separation and the stabilization of a raft phase, or both.
Palmitoylation and disulfide bonds could be correlated to virus
size, indicating that they are possible drivers of membrane
curvature. Membrane-attached raft proteins were similarly
enriched in palmitoyl and phosphoryl residues but surprisingly
possessed isoprenyl residues that had been labeled as nonraft
signals in the past. Attached viral proteins possessed shorter
myristoyl residues and phosphorylation was higher in terms of
protein fraction. We have to keep in mind that most of the
analyzed raft data were based on DRM experiments which
have their caveats, and further experimental data are certainly
necessary to confirm these features in terms of raft partitioning
and curvature. However, other structural features which might
influence raft partitioning or curvature but were not analyzed
in this study should also not be dismissed, i.e., the formation of
dimers and oligomers.67
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